By Steve Winner
Harvard edged the Tech golfers 5-3 Friday on the Miilonville Country Club layout. Despite the absence of Dave MacMillan '67 and Ben Bond '67, the margin of victory was two contests decided on the eighteenth hole. 

Tech jumped off to an early lead at 2:00 in the first quarter, when Von Waldburg ripped the nets after a pass from Loren Wood '66. Tufts came right back and scored the tying goal at 4:03 and then went ahead at 30:12 of the period. They counted two more in a second quarter and added a final point in the third. The Techmen noticed their final tally with two seconds remaining in the contest. Von Waldburg hit a pass from Pete Kirkwood '66 and Gar Taylor '67 were called upon to make only six saves.

**Golfers defeated by Harvard, 5-2; Banner medalist, Rector also wins**

By Tony Lima
Despite a fine effort by Art Von Waldburg '67, the varsity in crossmen went down to defeat before a determined Tufts team. Von Waldburg scored a goal, but had four times decided on the 18th hole. 

Tech jumped off to an early lead at 2:00 in the first quarter, when Von Waldburg ripped the nets after a pass from Loren Wood '66. Tufts came right back and scored the tying goal at 4:03 and then went ahead at 30:12 of the period. They counted two more in a second quarter and added a final point in the third. The Techmen noticed their final tally with two seconds remaining in the contest. Von Waldburg hit a pass from Pete Kirkwood '66 and Gar Taylor '67 were called upon to make only six saves.
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Pete Kirkwood '66 (#17) is shown on the attack against Tufts. Kirkwood, co-captain for the '66 season, contributed an assist to the effort, which ended with Tech on the short end of a 5-2 final score.

By Tony Lima
Despite a fine effort by Art Von Waldburg '67, the varsity in crossmen went down to defeat before a determined Tufts team. Von Waldburg scored a goal, but had four times decided on the 18th hole. 

Tech jumped off to an early lead at 2:00 in the first quarter, when Von Waldburg ripped the nets after a pass from Loren Wood '66. Tufts came right back and scored the tying goal at 4:03 and then went ahead at 30:12 of the period. They counted two more in a second quarter and added a final point in the third. The Techmen noticed their final tally with two seconds remaining in the contest. Von Waldburg hit a pass from Pete Kirkwood '66 and Gar Taylor '67 were called upon to make only six saves.

**Golfers defeated by Harvard, 5-2; Banner medalist, Rector also wins**

By Steve Winner
Harvard edged the Tech golfers 5-3 Friday on the Miltonville Country Club layout. Despite the absence of Dave MacMillan '67 and Ben Bond '67, the margin of victory was two contests decided on the eighteenth hole. 

Tech jumped off to an early lead at 2:00 in the first quarter, when Von Waldburg ripped the nets after a pass from Loren Wood '66. Tufts came right back and scored the tying goal at 4:03 and then went ahead at 30:12 of the period. They counted two more in a second quarter and added a final point in the third. The Techmen noticed their final tally with two seconds remaining in the contest. Von Waldburg hit a pass from Pete Kirkwood '66 and Gar Taylor '67 were called upon to make only six saves.

Tom James '67 were both downed 4 and 3 to give the Crimson a 5-2 advantage. Tus after other five holes in the 8th inning, Jack Rector '67 parred 11, 12, and 13 to go four up against Bob Kilit. After closing out the contest on the 18th hole, Kilit faltered, to finish with an 82. 

Tech hopes were smashed as Bill Calm '68 and Jeff Trampe '68 were defeated. Calm finshed at 82 while Trampe lost his match on the eighteenth. The golfers take off to Williams and Trinity today at 12:30 at the Oakley CC in Bel-

**...on a Yamaha?**

So can you — on a YAMAHA! Features sensational new V-bank engine system, models for street or competition from $299

Test drive the exciting new 100cc YAMAHA TW1 — high performance/low inheritance FREE! Present your college I.D. card with this ad and receive a bell safety helmet FREE with the purchase of any Yamaha motorcycle. 

Liberol Trade-In Allowances Used machines from $299

OPEN EVERY NIGHT TILL 9 CALL 461-8800 NEW ENGLAND'S SHOWPLACE FOR 2-WHEEL TRANSPORTATION

948 COMMONWEALTH AVE., AT B.U. FIELD